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of which were published in the summer of 1920. The
treaty imposed humiliating terms on the Turks by proposing
to drive them from Constantinople. The Mohammedans in
India felt that " the lighthouse of Islam " was attacked by
the British and that " their loyal support to the cause of
the Allies during the War counted for nothing in the day of
victory/' The revolt was organized under the designation
of the Khilafat movement, which joined hand in hand with
the Congress agitation in order to embarrass the Government,
The net result of these two incidents—the Amritsar
tragedy and the Treaty of Sevres—was the widening of the
psychological chasm between the British and the Indian
intelligentsia. Thus, the goodwill which alone would have
animated the inauguration of Reforms was wholly absent,
and the agitation continued to aggravate the situation, in
the midst of which His Royal Highness the Duke of Con-
naught delivered a Royal message to the people of India
proclaiming the beginnings of "Swaraj within My Empire"
and t{ the widest scope and ample opportunity for progress to
the liberty which my other Dominions enjoy/7
The new Indian Legislatures were inaugurated on February
9, 1921. On this occasion Lord Chelmsford explained the
character of the change that was introduced in the structure
of the Government. He said :
" There are changes of degree so great as to be changes
of kind, and this is one of them. For the first time the
principle of autocracy, which had not been wholly discarded
in all earlier reforms, was definitely abandoned; the
conception of the British Government as a benevolent
despotism was finally renounced; and in its place was
substituted that of a guiding authority whose rdle it would
be to assist the steps of India along the road that, in the
fulness of time, would lead to complete self-government
within the Empire. In the interval required for the
accomplishment of this task, certain powers of super-
vision, and, if need be, intervention, would be retained,
and substantial steps towards redeeming the pledges of

